Discrimination between active and passive head movements by macaque ventral and medial intraparietal cortex neurons
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An important prerequisite for effective motor action is the discrimination between active and passive body movements. Passive movements often require immediate reflexes, whereas active movements may demand suppression of the latter. The vestibular system maintains correct body and head posture in space through reflexes. Since vestibular inputs have been reported to be largely suppressed in the vestibular nuclei during active head movements, we investigated whether head movement-related signals in the primate parietal cortex, a brain region involved in self-motion perception, could support both reflex functions and self-movement behaviour. We employed a paradigm that made available direct comparison of neuronal discharge under active and passive movement conditions. In this study, we demonstrate that a population of intraparietal (VIP (ventral) and MIP (medial)) cortex neurons change their preferred directions during horizontal head rotations depending on whether animals have performed active movements, or if they were moved passively. In other neurons no such change occurred. A combination of these signals would provide differential information about the active or passive nature of an ongoing movement. Moreover, some neurons’ responses clearly anticipated the upcoming active head movement, providing a possible basis for vestibular-related reflex suppression. Intraparietal vestibular neurons thus distinguish between active and passive head movements, and their responses differ substantially from those reported in brainstem vestibular neurons, regarding strength, timing, and direction selectivity. We suggest that the contextual firing characteristics of these neurons have far-reaching implications for the suppression of reflex movements during active movement, and for the representation of space during self-movement.
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The posterior parietal cortex has been thought for a long time to be involved in space perception, self-motion detection and navigation (Colby & Goldberg, 1999; Swan, 2001). In the present study, we examined the recently discovered vestibular signals in macaque intraparietal cortex neurons (Bremmer et al. 2002b; Klam & Graf, 2003a), in particular in the ventral intraparietal area (VIP), with reference to their responses to actively generated and passively imposed head movements. A distinction between active and passive movements is an important function for goal-directed movements without interference by reflex mechanisms, and to allow vital reflexes to happen when necessary. Furthermore, perceiving the external world as stable requires compensating for visual motion, and – more generally – sensory stimulation induced by self-movement.

Recent studies of vestibular nuclei neurons during passive and active head movements in monkeys showed that vestibular signals were strongly attenuated by self-generated movements as early as the first vestibular projection neurons (Gdowski & McCrea, 1999; McCrea et al. 1999; Roy & Cullen, 2001a; Cullen & Roy, 2004; but see also Khalsa et al. 1987). For instance, neurons could stop firing during active head movements, while during passive movements, they would transmit a head velocity signal. Furthermore, in the vestibular nuclei, neurons carrying eye and head movement-related signals have been found in a similar proportion as neurons that only signal head velocity, with no eye movement signals present (Gdowski & McCrea, 1999). The latter are thought to be part of the vestibulocortical relay. Vestibular thalamic and cortical units have been reported not to carry eye movement signals (Büttner et al. 1977; Magnin & Fuchs, 1977; Grüsser et al. 1990). We were therefore interested in the functional properties of cortical neurons that carry signals about head movements. This work
extends our previous reports on vestibular responses in VIP (Bremmer et al. 2002b; Klam & Graf, 2003a), with the principal aim to analyse head movement–related signals in intraparietal vestibular neurons in relation to passive and active movements, in particular, in light of the known large differences between active and passive movement responses as early as second-order vestibular neurons, and also with respect to the involvement of the parietal cortex in self-motion perception, heading detection, and representation of extrapersonal space (Duhamel et al. 1991; Bremmer et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2004).

Preliminary accounts have been presented in brief, earlier (Klam & Graf, 2003b,c).

Methods

General

Extracellular recordings were made in the left hemispheres (Fig. 1A) of two macaque monkeys, one male rhesus (Macaca mulatta), and one female fascicularis monkey (Macaca fascicularis). The animals were purpose-bred and purchased from authorized suppliers. Animal care (housing, nourishment, veterinary consultations, surgical procedures, postoperative care, daily care) conformed to French government regulations (Ministries of Agriculture and Research, CNRS: approval no. 75–546) and European Union standards (European Communities Council Directive 86/609/EEC).

Animals were in experimental sessions, usually on a daily basis during work days, for a duration of 3–4 h per day. No experiments were scheduled during weekends. The animal facilities were adjacent to the laboratory, thus minimizing travel time for bringing the animals into the experimental set-up. Monkey 1 was used for 14 months and monkey 2 for 8 months for these particular experiments. Naturally, there was some down-time in the experimental schedule for the animals to recover for more than just the weekends.

Surgical procedures

All surgical procedures were performed aseptically under general anaesthesia initiated with ketamine (20 mg kg$^{-1}$)
The animals’ heads were fastened in a specialized head-holder system that allowed free head movements in the stereotaxic frame of reference (Fig. 1B and C). The head-holder was constructed to allow horizontal head movements (vertical axis rotations) once a set screw was released, but no vertical excursions. The set screw had a very short grading, and was operated from behind the animal. Thus, there was minimal to no disturbance for the animal when switching from head-fixed to head-free, and vice versa. Once the head was freed, the animals were allowed to make spontaneous head movements. From the combined signals, head, eye and gaze information could be derived.

Each animal was allowed an adjustment period to find its ‘comfort point’ for horizontal head rotation on the holder’s horizontal arm along the naso-occipital axis. Such a procedure was necessary since the head post needed to be placed over the frontal bone in order not to interfere with the chamber implant over the parietal cortex. Our previous biomechanical studies had indicated the exact rotation axis for horizontal head movements within the atlanto-axial joint (C1/C2) (Vidal et al. 1986; Graf et al. 1995). Smooth and friction-free operation of the moving parts of the head-holder was ensured by enclosed ball bearings.

Recordings

Single cells were recorded extracellularly with glass-coated tungsten microelectrodes (F. Haer) in areas VIP and MIP (medial intraparietal area) of the two left hemispheres of the two monkeys (for details see Bremmer et al. 2002b; and Klam & Graf, 2003a). The animals were awake, and performed several oculomotor tasks. Neurons were classified as being located in area VIP on the basis of the recording sites and depth within the intraparietal sulcus, and with respect to their response properties (Colby & Duhamel, 1991; Colby et al. 1993; Schaafsma & Duysens, 1996; Schaafsma et al. 1997; Duhamel et al. 1998). Neurons in MIP were characterized by absent or low visual sensitivity and strong somatosensory responses located on the fingers, hands and forearms (Klam & Graf, 2003a). In a typical recording session, the passage of the electrode from the MIP into the VIP was marked by a distinct change in background and resting activity of the recorded neuronal elements (Klam & Graf, 2003a).

Eye movements were recorded with the magnetic search coil method, head movements with a head-holder-mounted potentiometer. Previous tests had shown that the eye movement signal remained linear within the physiological working range of the monkey’s eye–head movements (see Figs 2 and 3). Neuronal signals were sampled at 1000 Hz, and eye and head position at 250 Hz.
Experimental paradigm

We employed a direct testing paradigm to compare vestibular signals during active and passive head movements, the 'replay method' (see also Robinson & Tomko, 1987). To that end, the animal was first allowed to make spontaneous horizontal head rotations in the dark. Neuronal activity and the head movement profile were recorded for various periods. After that, the animal's head was fixed, and the previously recorded active head movement trajectory was reproduced by the turntable, again recording neuronal activity. Thus, a direct comparison during active and passive neuron discharge became available (see Figs. 2 and 3). Data acquisition was performed with 32 s trials. Each neuron included in this study was recorded for at least 96 s, and up to 256 s. In the active condition, the animals were encouraged to make spontaneous head movements through liquid reward delivery by the experimenter after each head rotation. The liquid volume was adjusted so that slower head movements were more rewarded, and rapid or 'jerky' movements discouraged. In the passive condition, the head movement was replayed by the turntable, and the reward given randomly. The animal then had no specific task to perform.

In some neurons we tested eventual neck input to parietal vestibular neurons. To that end, the animal's head was held fixed in space, and the body was rotated underneath the animal's head (so-called 'passive neck rotation', PNR) in a sinusoidal fashion. Neuronal activity was compared to recordings of sinusoidal whole-body rotations (WBR) in the head-fixed animal (the 'classical' paradigm), and to sinusoidal passive head-on-trunk rotations (HTR) with the animal's body held stationary (see also McCrea et al. 1999).

Stimulation parameters

Since the turntable control system had an acceleration limit of 500 deg s\(^{-2}\), the recorded head traces were modified as follows: accelerations above 500 deg s\(^{-2}\) were changed to 500 deg s\(^{-2}\), which slightly modified the velocity profiles of some isolated head movements. Typically, about 90% of head movements remained unchanged. Moreover, we tested the frequency distribution of the head velocity across sessions, between active and passive movements, and found no significant differences for both animals (Kolmogorov–Smirnov \(P > 0.9\)). Therefore, we conclude that our active–passive comparison was valid. In order to eliminate further possible effects of velocity differences due to stimulation conditions, which could influence the active–passive neuronal strength of response analysis, we also re-computed this analysis by normalizing the firing rate by the mean velocity of the head movement. The results were not different.

Stimulation and characterization of neuronal responsiveness

Vestibular stimulation was delivered via a vertical axis turntable (horizontal rotation) that could be moved manually or via a servo-controller. In order to exclude any visual influence on vestibular responses during purely vestibular testing, the animals' eyes were covered with opaque pads, in addition to darkening the laboratory. During vestibular testing, the animals, naturally, had to be left free to make compensatory eye movements (vestibulo-ocular reflex, VOR). Fixation and smooth pursuit targets were back-projected onto a translucent tangent screen. Directional selectivity was assessed as previously described (Bremmer et al. 2002a).

Once we were convinced, on the basis of visual and somatosensory responses, that the electrode was located either in VIP or MIP, we used sinusoidal vertical-axis vestibular stimulation (0.25 Hz/30 deg amplitude) as a search stimulus. Neurons which had an appreciable modulation of their firing rates with the turntable motion were tested further. In addition, when in a location where such vestibular responses had been identified, we tested...
neurons directly under active head movement conditions. Nevertheless, this search method could have led us to underestimate the proportion of neurons which respond to active movement, but not at all or only weakly to passive movement.

Data analysis

Vestibular responses were evaluated according to their preferred, or on-directions (Type I, II and III: Duensing & Schaefer, 1958), with regard to the response strength and the response latencies under the two movement conditions, i.e. active or passive. Vestibular on-directions are referred to according to the recording sites in the left hemisphere, i.e. a neuron that reacts with excitation during leftward (ipsilateral) rotation is defined as a Type I neuron, etc. For instance, when the animal is rotated to the left, a given neuron may increase its discharge, and decrease its discharge when the animal is rotated to the right; such a neuron would be classified as a Type I neuron. By contrast, if a neuron reacts with a firing rate increase when the animal is rotated to the right (i.e. contraversive) and shows a decrease in discharge during rotation to the left, then the neuron would be classified as a Type II. A Type III neuron would react with discharge increase to both leftward and rightward rotation, i.e. to ipsiversive and contraversive. For completeness’ sake it should be mentioned that we never encountered so-called Type IV neurons, which react with a decrease in firing rate in both rotation directions.

Since reflex compensatory eye movements (VOR) had to be allowed in our experimental tasks, eye movement sensitivities were evaluated separately. The sensitivities to eye position were usually smaller than the vestibular sensitivities by an order of magnitude. Smooth pursuit sensitivities were typically negligible as well, and there is no saccade-related activity in VIP or MIP. We thus proceeded with our analysis without taking eye movement effects further into account. Preferred directions of visual stimulus motion were determined using the weighted average method. The weighted average method simply calculates the average vector direction based on a temporal sliding window of 500 ms width used to determine the preferred directions of neurons to time-varying directional visual stimuli (for details see Bremmer et al. 2002a,b). All analyses were performed using either the SAS statistical package, or programs in MATLAB and in visual C++.

Details of the analysis protocols are given in the following sections.

Determination of latencies of neuronal responses.

Selection of head movement parameters. Episodes of head movements, or head ‘saccades’, were selected by an automated procedure in order to avoid any manual selection-induced variation in the analysis. The beginning of a movement was set as the bin-time where head-velocity was equal or above 10 deg s⁻¹ and head acceleration was equal or above 0.4 times its standard deviation. The end of a head movement was the following point in time where the head-velocity dropped below 10 deg s⁻¹. These criteria allowed determination of the beginning and end of movements very close to those obtained by manual selection.

For a neuron to be counted in, its activity had to be recorded during at least 17 active head movement episodes. However, on average, 132 (from 30 to 230) head episodes. However, on average, 132 (from 30 to 230) head velocity traces clearly show the change of preferred direction: the neuron shows a Type II behaviour (increase of firing towards positive velocity or rotation to the right) during active head movement, and Type I behaviour (increase of firing towards negative velocity or rotation to the left) during passive stimulation. Ba, change of directional selectivity: under active movement conditions, the neuron shows Type II behaviour, under passive stimulation Type I behaviour. In addition, neuronal activity is greater during passive head movements, than during active stimulation. Ab, velocity traces clearly show the change of preferred direction: the neuron shows a Type II behaviour (increase of firing towards positive velocity or rotation to the right) during active head movement, and Type I behaviour (increase of firing towards negative velocity or rotation to the left) during passive stimulation. Ba, change of directional selectivity: this neuron shows Type I behaviour during active head movements (responding more strongly to leftward than to rightward head velocities), and a Type III response following passive rotation. In this case, response strength remains about the same. Bb, velocity traces show Type I behaviour (dominant increase of firing towards negative velocity or rotation to the left) during active head movement, and change to a Type III response (equivalent increase of firing towards negative and positive velocities) during passive stimulation. Ca, anticipatory response to active movement: Type II neuron with a response build-up starting before the active movement; response to passive movement, naturally, begins with rotation onset. Cb, velocity traces show that the neuron responds to rightward velocities (Type II) during active and passive movements, but the response is greater in the passive condition.
movements were available for analysis for each neuron and in each stimulation condition.

**Computation of firing rates.** We used a standard spike density function, computed by convolving the spike–time temporal series with a Gaussian function \((m = 0, \sigma = 50 \text{ ms})\).

**Computation of latencies.** The average latency of neuronal responses was determined by a cross-correlation. For each cell, we computed the cross-correlation between the head velocity trace and the neuronal response, shifted in time by one time bin (4 ms) at a time. The estimate of the latency was the time shift for which the cross-correlation was maximized. By convention, negative latencies indicated neural responses anticipating head movements.

**Determination of vestibular response types (Duensing & Schaefer, 1958)**

**Response to head movement.** To determine if a neuron responded significantly to head movement, a linear regression analysis of the neuronal response as a function of head velocity was computed, binned in 5 deg s\(^{-1}\)-wide bins (see also Figs 2Ab, Bb, Cb and 3Ab, Bb, Cb). In cases where the neurons responded to both positive (rightward) and negative (leftward) velocities (see, e.g. Fig. 3Ab), linear regressions were performed separately for positive and negative velocities. \(t\) tests on the regression coefficients were performed, slopes and \(P\) values are given in the text when appropriate: \(P\) values below 0.05 were considered as significant.

**Vestibular response type.** A neuron was classified as a Type I (or Type II), if it responded significantly only to ipsi- or contralateral head movement, or if responses to one side clearly dominated the response to the other movement direction, as evidenced by the linear regression slopes, i.e. if \((||S_{\text{psi}}|| - ||S_{\text{contra}}||)/(||S_{\text{psi}}|| + ||S_{\text{contra}}||) > 0.1\). Those neurons which responded to both movement directions with similar intensities were classified as Type III.

**Change of preferred direction.** When a different vestibular response type was encountered in a neuron under active and passive movement conditions, it qualified as a neuron that changed its preferred direction according to the nature of the movement.

In order to give a comprehensive graphical representation of the changes of preferred direction as a function of the movement condition (and of the other types of response changes), we plotted the neuronal response as a function of head velocity (Fig. 2Ab, Bb and Cb and 3Ab, Bb and Cb). Velocity traces were binned in 5 deg s\(^{-1}\) bins, and the neuronal response was averaged in each bin.

**Comparison of response intensities between active and passive movement conditions.** We used the previously described head movement epochs to average neural responses for each movement, and grouped these average responses separately for leftward and rightward movements. The two groups of average responses corresponding to the preferred direction of a neuron under active and passive movement conditions were subsequently compared with a Mann–Whitney rank test. Significant differences between responses in the active (A) and passive (P) conditions were interpreted as \(A > P\), \(A < P\) groups, and non-significant differences as \(A \sim P\) (Fig. 4).

Since the turntable servo control limited accelerations to 500 deg s\(^{-2}\), somewhat lower head velocities than the actual active head movements were reproduced in some instances under passive movement conditions (see also 'Stimulation parameters'). Therefore, we also performed a response intensity test with averaged neural responses normalized by average head-movement velocity, i.e. using average firing rate \((E_{\text{Frate}})\) and average head velocity \((E_{\text{Fvel}})\) instead of \(E_{\text{Frate}}\). The
classification obtained following the Mann–Whitney test results using this variable did not differ from the previous analysis, thus ruling out a significant effect of occasional head-movement reproduction velocity differences.

**Neck input testing: WBR and HTR.** For neck input testing, we used sinusoidal stimulus profiles. Responsiveness to these conditions was explored as described in Klam & Graf (2003a) in detail. In brief, we used a Mann–Whitney test on a 300-ms averaging window around the peak and the minimum of a given neuron’s response.

**Eye position effects.**

*Evaluation of responses to eye position.* Protocol and data analysis were essentially the same as described by Bremmer et al. (1999). In brief, eye position effects were measured by averaging the neuronal activity during a 2000-ms fixation period, at nine fixation positions of eight cardinal directions at 15 deg eccentricity, and one central fixation. The significance of the responses was tested with a Kruskal–Wallis non-parametric ANOVA.

*Direction of the eye position effects.* Directions of eye position effects were further evaluated by a 2D-linear regression, expressing the firing rate as a function of horizontal and vertical eye positions. As in Bremmer et al. (1999), we found that with this protocol, eye position responses were fairly well described with this linear model. Since in our experiments head movements were limited to the horizontal plane, we further analysed only those neurons which had a significant horizontal eye position regression coefficient (t test on the regression coefficients).

**Verification of recording sites**

After the electrophysiological recordings were finished, the animals were used for anatomical tract tracing experiments. To that end, a tracer was injected into the area of recording to determine the input sources of vestibular signals to the VIP/MIP region. However, in this publication, we will not elaborate on these forthcoming neuroanatomical data (see Graf et al. 2005). After the appropriate survival time, the animals were deeply anaesthetized as described above, except that aseptic conditions were not maintained in this case. A lethal dose of pentobarbital (30 mg kg$^{-1}$ i.v.) was then administered, and when respiration had ceased, the thorax was opened and the animals were perfused transcardially with phosphate buffer and paraformaldehyde. The brains were subsequently removed for histological processing. All procedures have been published in detail previously (Graf et al. 2002; Grantyn et al. 2002; Moschovakis et al. 2004; Ugolini et al. in press). From the processed histological material, electrode traces could be recovered within the topography around the intraparietal sulcus, which was reconstructed in three dimensions via light microscopy and the NeuroLucida program of MicroBrightfield.

**Results**

A total of 304 cells was recorded in areas the VIP and MIP areas in the intraparietal sulcus (Fig. 1A) of two left hemispheres of two macaque monkeys in response to various visual, vestibular and oculomotor paradigms, and active–passive head movement comparisons restricted to the horizontal plane. In monkey 1, 230 cells were recorded, and 74 cells were recorded in monkey 2. Of these, 92 cells in monkey 1, and 32 cells in monkey 2 responded significantly to vestibular stimulation. In total, 82 VIP and 30 MIP cells were available for the active head movement analysis (i.e. were recorded during more than 17 head movements), and 64 VIP and 22 MIP cells for active–passive movement comparison. Those of the VIP (and some MIP cells) were clearly visually direction selective, as reported previously (Bremmer et al. 2002a,b). While all vestibular–responsive intraparietal neurons were reported to carry eye position sensitivity in a previous study (Bremmer et al. 2002b), we found that only about 80% (n = 18) of the tested neurons of the present study had eye position signals (see below: Possible eye position effects). This difference to the previous study may be due to our sample of VIP as well as MIP neurons. Smooth pursuit activity was almost negligible at the velocities tested in our experiments (up to 20 deg s$^{-1}$) (Colby et al. 1993; Schaafsma & Duysens, 1996; Schlack et al. 2003). As already mentioned, there was no saccade-related activity.

**Classes of responses to active versus passive head movement**

To ensure the most direct comparison possible, response characteristics of intraparietal vestibular neurons during active and passive head movements were studied by comparing the neuronal firing rate during an active horizontal head rotation to that of the replay of the same head movement profile under a passive, head-fixed condition (Figs. 1B and C). The active condition consisted of head-on-trunk rotations, and the passive condition involved whole-body-rotation.

The spike density functions of the recorded neurons show a wide variety of responses (Figs. 2Aa, Ba and Ca and 3Aa, Ba and Ca), confirmed in the average behaviour (Figs. 2Ab, Bb and Cb and 3Ab, Bb and Cb). The illustrated examples thus range from total extinction of the vestibular signal during active movement (Fig. 2Aa and b: test on the head velocity regression coefficient, $P_{act} > 0.3$ $P_{pas} < 0.0001$, and Mann–Whitney on mean velocity per head movement for significant difference
A < P; P < 0.0002), to the presence of activation only during active movement with absence of any neuronal reaction during passive stimulation (Fig. 2Aa and 4b; regression coefficient $P_{\text{act}} = 0$, $P_{\text{pas}} > 0.08$, Mann–Whitney $A > P$, $P < 0.001$). Most often, neuronal signals were seen to be diminished in the active movement condition compared to passive stimulation (Fig. 2Ca and $b$; regression coefficients $P_{\text{act-right}} = 0$, $P_{\text{act-left}} = 0$, $P_{\text{pas-right}} = 0$, $P_{\text{pas-left}} = 0$, Mann–Whitney $A < P$, $P_{\text{right}} = 0$, $P_{\text{left}} = 0$). So far, all these changes only involved quantitative differences (differences in firing intensity) between active and passive movement distinction. However, there were also changes that signalled a truly qualitative difference (differences in preferred direction and timing) in active–passive mode distinction in addition to some qualitative differences. Most surprisingly, quite frequently we also found a change of directional selectivity with respect to the vestibular on-directions of the recorded neurons (Fig. 3Aa and $b$ and 3a and $b$). The neuron illustrated in Fig. 3Aa and $b$ responded with activation to rightward movements (ipsiversive response, a so-called Type II of the classical nomenclature of Duensing & Schaefer, 1958) under active head movement conditions, but showed activation to leftward rotation (ipsiversive response, a so-called Type I response) under passive vestibular stimulation (see Fig. 3Ab; regression coefficient $s_{\text{act}} = 0.11$ spikes (spikes) deg$^{-1}$, $P_{\text{act}} = 0$, $P_{\text{pas}} = -0.13$ sp deg$^{-1}$, $P_{\text{pas}} = 0$). The neuron illustrated in Fig. 3Ba and $b$ responded to both leftward and rightward movements under active and passive conditions. However, under active movement conditions, it responded with a clear dominance towards leftward movements (Fig. 3Bb; $s_{\text{act-left}} = -0.52$ sp deg$^{-1}$, $P_{\text{act-left}} = 0$ and $s_{\text{act-right}} = 0.18$ sp deg$^{-1}$, $P_{\text{act-right}} = 0$) and was thus classified as a Type I neuron. In the passive condition, this dominance disappeared (Fig. 3Bb; $s_{\text{act-left}} = -0.50$ sp deg$^{-1}$, $P_{\text{act-left}} = 0$ and $s_{\text{act-right}} = 0.44$ sp deg$^{-1}$, $P_{\text{act-right}} = 0$), and the neuron was now classified as a Type III.

Another remarkable feature of the responses to active movements was that some neurons started responding to an upcoming head rotation before the actual head movement began (Fig. 3Ca; average latency $= -124$ ms). Some neurons thus anticipated the movement under active movement conditions, behaving as motor command or movement intention units, but naturally they did not fire similarly under passive movement situations. The illustrated neuron (Fig. 3Ca and $b$) showed a Type II response, and had no change in directional selectivity (regression coefficient, $P_{\text{act}} = 0$, $P_{\text{pas}} = 0$).

### Relation of neuronal responses to the direction of the ongoing movement

In accordance with our previous observations (Bremmer et al. 2002$b$; Klam & Graf, 2003$^a$), the majority of the recorded population of parietal vestibular neurons responded to head rotations directed towards the contralateral side relative to the recording site for both active and passive movement (Type II neurons, 61/107, i.e. 57%, and 50/86, i.e. 58% for active and passive movement, respectively). Substantially fewer neurons responded to ipsiversive movement (Type I, 33% in the active and 30% in the passive condition) and even less to both directions of head rotation (Type III, 10% during active and 12% during passive stimulation).

Quantification of changes of directional selectivity as a function of the nature (active or passive) of the movement was provided by plotting firing rates as a function of head velocity of selected neurons under both movement conditions (Fig. 3Ab and $Bb$; see also Methods, Data analysis, Section 2). In the illustrated examples, one neuron's firing behaviour changed from Type II (contraversive) in the active condition, to Type I (ipsiversive) under passive stimulation (Fig. 3Ab). In the other case (Fig. 3Bb), neuronal firing showed a predominantly Type I (ipsiversive) directional selectivity during active head movements, which then changed to Type III (both ipsi- and contraversive) behaviour under passive stimulation conditions. The full complement of our neuron sample is illustrated in Table 1. Clearly, a large number of neurons change their on-directions depending on the movement condition, involving all possible combinations of the encountered vestibular response types, i.e. Type I, Type II and Type III. Of a total of 86 neurons that were thus tested, 34 (26 and 8, or 38% and 44% for monkeys 1 and 2, respectively), i.e. more than one-third (40%), showed the described change in vestibular on-direction depending on whether the ongoing head movement was active or passive. From active to passive movement, pure directional changes between Types I and II were more frequently observed (19/34) than changes towards bidirectionality (Types I or II to Type III: 8/34) or loss of bidirectionality (Type III to Types I or II: 7/34).
Response intensities

Quantification of the strength of neuronal responses under active versus passive movement conditions also demonstrated that in the majority of cases (79%), neuronal responses were diminished under active movement conditions compared to passive stimulation (Fig. 4). In about equal proportions (9% and 12%), response strengths either stayed the same, or were even stronger in the active condition (Fig. 4).

In addition, we computed neuron sensitivity to movement velocity as the average increment of discharge rate per degree per second of head motion. Such measurement takes into account any slight difference between the head velocity produced by the animal and its reproduction by the turntable in the passive condition. On average, sensitivities were fairly large, with a substantial proportion of neurons gaining more than 1 sp s\(^{-1}\) with an increase of 1 deg s\(^{-1}\) of head velocity (34/67 and 16/18 for monkeys 1 and 2, respectively). In line with the preceding results, the average sensitivity was significantly larger for passive relative to active movements (\(m_{\text{pass}} = 1.1 \pm 0.65 \, \text{sp s}^{-1}/\text{deg s}^{-1}\) and \(m_{\text{act}} = 0.55 \pm 0.41 \, \text{sp s}^{-1}/\text{deg s}^{-1}\), \(n = 67, P = 0\); and \(m_{\text{pass}} = 1.99 \pm 1.06 \, \text{sp s}^{-1}/\text{deg s}^{-1}\) and \(m_{\text{act}} = 1.21 \pm 0.64 \, \text{sp s}^{-1}/\text{deg s}^{-1}\), \(n = 18, P < 0.03\), for monkeys 1 and 2, respectively), whatever the preferred direction of the cells. Hence, decreases of response strength to active movements were generally accompanied by a reduced neuronal sensitivity to head velocity.

Timing aspects

When determining response delays to vestibular stimulation, neurons clearly had earlier reaction times under active movement conditions (Fig. 5A). Naturally, under passive stimulation conditions, a given neuron only reacted after the onset of turntable movement (Fig. 5B; see also Fig. 3Ca). Under active head movement conditions, neurons could fire as early as 300 ms before the ensuing head movement, although such cases were rare exceptions (\(n = 1\); three cells fired 150 ms before movement onset). A sizeable minority (19%) was observed to be activated already up to 50 ms before the actual head movement occurred (Fig. 5A). The vast majority of neurons started firing within 150 ms after movement onset (94% of cells under active, and 93% of cells under passive conditions).

When averaged across the entire examined neuron population, latencies under active (\(l_{\text{act}} = 10 \pm 86\) ms) versus passive (\(l_{\text{pass}} = 70 \pm 66\) ms) movement conditions were also clearly shorter (Mann–Whitney test, \(P = 0\)).

In order to appreciate fully the anticipatory characteristics of these neurons, future experiments will have to be conducted in tandem with neck muscle EMG recordings. However, we do not expect a significant

![Figure 5. Response latencies of firing rates relative to the onset of head movements](image-url)

A, distribution for active movements. B, passive movement condition. Mean percentages of observations, i.e. \((P_1 + P_2)/2\) are given for each class with grey shading indicating the relative distribution of values for the two animals. Bin width was set to 100 ms. Under both conditions, most neurons started firing within 150 ms after the beginning of head movements (102/108 and 80/86 for active and passive movements, respectively). For active movements, a fair number of cells started firing at least 50 ms before the onset of head movements (21/108), and one cell had already fired about 350 ms before the movement.
reduction in the population of these anticipatory neurons, since the majority of neurons do not show anticipatory behaviour.

Possible eye position effects

Intraparietal neurons, and VIP neurons in particular, carry eye position signals (Andersen et al. 1985; Bremmer et al. 1999; Bremmer et al. 2002b). Clearly, eye movements, and thus the distribution of eye positions are different between the two head movement conditions employed. In the active condition, the animals perform spontaneous eye plus head saccades, and in the passive condition, vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) eye movements take place. Quantification of eye position sensitivity was performed on a subset of neurons \( (n = 18) \), to verify that this sensitivity could not account for the active–passive differences we report. Fifteen neurons \( (15/18; \text{i.e.} \ 83\%) \) were significantly modulated by static eye position, as tested with a distribution-free ANOVA (Kruskal–Wallis; see also Bremmer et al. 1999). For those neurons, a corrected firing frequency was computed in order to compensate for potential eye position effects:

\[
F_{\text{corr}} = F - \sigma_{\text{eyehor}} \times E_{\text{hor}} - \sigma_{\text{eyever}} \times E_{\text{ver}}
\]

where \( F \) is the original response, \( E_{\text{hor}} \) and \( E_{\text{ver}} \) the horizontal and vertical eye positions and \( \sigma_{\text{eyehor}}, \sigma_{\text{eyever}} \) the eye position sensitivities. The corrected responses for active and passive conditions were then used, and all 15 neurons showing significant modulation of eye position still showed significant differences between the active and passive movement condition. Thus, in all of the tested population \( (18 \text{ cells}) \), differences between active and passive movement responses could not be explained by eye position sensitivities.

Neck rotation

One difference between the active and passive movement paradigms to be taken into consideration is the presence of a head rotation on the body (head-on-trunk rotation, HTR) during active movement which was absent during the subsequent passive whole-body rotation (WBR). In order to verify whether active–passive differences can be at least be explained partly by neck proprioceptive input, we tested a subset of neurons \( (n = 24) \) under two additional passive movement conditions: one was a passive body rotation under the head with the head held stationary (passive neck rotation; PNR; \( n = 20 \)). The other was a passive head-on-trunk rotation (HTR; \( n = 4 \)). Only those cases were used where the monkey did not resist the forced head rotation. In all cases, neurons were also tested with sinusoidal whole-body rotations (WBR) for comparison.

Only about one-third \( (7/20) \) of the neurons tested with PNR showed a significant response (Fig. 6), thus leaving 65% of cells unaffected by passive neck inputs. The neuron shown in Fig. 6 had a weak neck–proprioceptive modulation of the same polarity as the vestibular response, i.e. a synergistic response.

All neurons tested with HTR \( (4/4) \) responded significantly. The majority \( (3/4) \) was less modulated by HTR as compared to the WBR, suggesting a possible attenuating role of the putative neck input. In any case, the change in preferred vestibular direction would remain unaffected by neck input.

All in all, the majority of the subset of tested neurons showed no significant modulation from neck inputs: thus we suggest that the overall differences between neuronal responses following active and passive head movements in parietal vestibular neurons cannot be due to neck proprioceptive input (see also Roy & Cullen, 2002).

Anatomical localization

In our experiments, neurons were recorded along microelectrode tracks determined by a grid that allowed reproducible positionings across experimental sessions. While descending in the intraparietal sulcus from the surface, vestibular testing was performed regularly. Besides VIP, we recorded also from MIP, a second intraparietal vestibular zone that was quite distinct from VIP with respect to anatomical location and physiological characteristics. The recording sites have been verified in both monkeys to be located in the medial bank and in the fundus of the intraparietal sulcus (Fig. 1A) (for details see Klam & Graf, 2003a; their Fig. 9; see also Bremmer et al. 2002a; their Fig. 1).

Vestibular responses in the VIP and MIP

Regarding basic vestibular response types, there were no differences between VIP and MIP neurons. Under the classical vestibular classification using passive rotations, VIP and MIP showed similar proportions of Type I, Type II and Type III responses. Significant differences in proportions between Types I and II were found only for the active population (Table 2). Regarding response strength, no real significant differences between VIP and MIP neurons were observed (Table 3).

The proportions of neurons that changed their preferred directions between active and passive movement conditions were not significantly different between the two areas either, i.e. 39% \( (25/64) \) and 41% \( (9/22) \) for VIP and MIP, respectively.

Discussion

Posterior parietal cortex and efference copy

The variety of vestibular responses in posterior parietal cortex neurons points to a complex processing pattern...
that is not readily accessible to traditional methods of vestibular analysis. Since our present and previous testing (Bremmer et al. 2002b) had shown little influence of eye movement signals on the neuronal firing of intraparietal vestibular neurons, we assume that these neurons are fundamentally different from brainstem vestibular neurons. Their role has to be sought in sensory space representation rather than reflex behaviour and motor control contexts. Clearly, each time we perform a head movement, vestibular receptors become activated, and central processing between commands and reflexes takes place. Since the introduction of the concept of the reafference principle (von Holst & Mittelstaedt, 1950) to control and calibrate self-generated movements, numerous studies have sought to uncover the actual underlying neuronal elements and control signals for efference copy expressions and corollary discharges (Sperry, 1950).

Since vestibular receptors per se do not distinguish between active and passive movements (Cullen & Minor, 2002), this distinction has to be furnished by central neurons. Second-order vestibular neurons, i.e. two synapses away from the receptor cells, already react differentially to active and passive head movements (Gdowski & McCrea, 1999; McCrea et al. 1999; Roy & Cullen, 2001a; Cullen & Roy, 2004). Roy & Cullen (2004) have recently addressed the question of the origin of this effect, by testing the responses of vestibular neurons to active movement, passive whole-body rotation, and various combinations of head-in-space and/or head-on-trunk movements. Because neurons were suppressed only when the intended active movement and the actual displacement of the head in space were matched, they were then able to propose that the signal subserving active–passive differences in the vestibular nuclei are of central origin, arising from a comparison of an efference copy – or an internal prediction – and the actual movement of the head. Intraparietal cortex neurons may perform this function, or at least play an important role in it, for the following reasons: (1) based on its sensory input, area

---

**Figure 6. Effect of neck input on parietal vestibular neurons**

A, Passive sinusoidal rotation (whole-body rotation, WBR). B, trunk-under-head rotation (passive neck rotation, PNR). The two top rows show neuronal firing rates as histograms (bin width 100 ms) and as raster plots, the two bottom rows show relative neck rotation (PNR) and whole-passive-body rotation (WBR). The vertical broken line indicates the change from rightward (up) to leftward (down) rotation. In this case of a Type II neuron, 10 rotations were superimposed/averaged. In A, only passive sinusoidal rotation was used with the animal's head fixed to the turntable, i.e. head and body were rotated together (classical paradigm), and no PNR occurred as symbolized by the straight line. In B, the animal's head was held fixed in space, while its body was rotated passively underneath. The bottom two rows indicate the direction of trunk rotation (WBR) and the direction of relative head rotation with respect to the trunk (PNR), although in this case, no vestibular stimulation occurred. Equivalent relative neuronal firing rates are indicated by grey shading. In such cases, vestibular and neck inputs would work synergistically, although the neck component is considerably smaller than the vestibular contribution.
VIP is thought to participate in self-motion perception (Duhamel et al. 1991; Colby et al. 1993; Bremmer et al. 2000); (2) recently, Gabel et al. (2002) have shown that VIP neurons distinguish between active and passive visual motion, i.e. neurons tend to be more active, and to have a narrower tuning curve, when the animal performs smooth pursuit eye movements across a static random dot pattern, than when the eyes stay still and the dots move to generate an equivalent flow field. Similarly as for the active-passive difference in the vestibular nuclei, these authors suggested the involvement of extra-retinal signals – such as an efference copy – for these visual motion effects; (3) the posterior parietal cortex sends direct projections to the vestibular nuclei (Ventre & Faugier-Grimaud, 1988; Fukushima, 1997); (4) in addition, ablation of the parietal cortex leads to impairment of VOR control (Ventre & Faugier-Grimaud, 1986), suggesting a strong functional cortico-brainstem interaction in relation to self-motion and body reference stabilization.

### Intention and attention

VIP and the posterior parietal cortex also play a role in movement intention and awareness (see e.g. Snyder et al. 2000; Thoenissen et al. 2002; Sirigu et al. 2004), and neurons can be modulated by attention (Cook & Maunsell, 2002; see also Colby & Goldberg, 1999). While it was not possible to influence or monitor movement intention of the animals during the experiment, where they generated spontaneous head movements, attention cues were entirely absent in the completely dark laboratory environment. Thus, any external attention modulation of the observed responses of this study can be ruled out.

### Role of neck proprioceptive input

Neck proprioceptive input has been discussed as one possible source of the attenuation or cancellation of vestibular responses observed in the vestibular nuclei (McCrea et al. 1999; Gdowski & McCrea, 2000; Roy & Cullen, 2001a,b, 2002). In general, neck input is thought to be largely antagonistic to the vestibular on-direction in decerebrate (Wilson et al. 1990) and alert preparations (McCrea et al. 1999; Gdowski & McCrea, 2000), but some synergistic interactions have been reported as well, although in anaesthetized and paralysed animals (Anastasopoulos & Mergner, 1982). With regard to our findings, using alert macaque monkeys, we could still expect antagonistic interaction of neck proprioceptors with vestibular signals in light of the findings in squirrel monkeys by McCrea et al. (1999). However, similar experiments in macaque monkeys, the species we are using (Roy & Cullen, 2001a,b, 2002), failed to demonstrate any significant influence on vestibular nucleus neurons. In fact, their neck responses were in general smaller by a factor of 10 when compared to the vestibular responses. While some central processing certainly cannot be excluded, it seems unlikely that separate relay channels for neck proprioceptive input transmit such information to cortical units when convergence already occurs at the level of the vestibular nuclei. Furthermore, given the sign of the neck input, i.e. antagonistic, such input could explain only those of our neurons which show a reduced activity during active head movements, when compared to the passive rotation condition. It would not explain increased response strength, firing before the onset of the movement, and especially the change in preferred direction of a subpopulation of the neurons.

Indeed, our limited sample of neurons tested for neck proprioceptive input does not allow any definite conclusions as to its significance. The majority of our neuron sample showed no significant effect, and inputs to the rest of the population can either be synergistic or antagonistic. Clearly, our neuron population is a rhesus monkey sample (Roy & Cullen, 2001a,b, 2002), and not a squirrel monkey sample (McCrea et al. 1999; Gdowski & McCrea, 2000), showing little or no neck influence whatsoever.

### Tables

#### Table 2. VIP/MIP vestibular response types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Active VIP</th>
<th>Active MIP</th>
<th>Passive VIP</th>
<th>Passive MIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type I</td>
<td>23.2% (19/82)</td>
<td>66.7% (20/30)</td>
<td>25% (16/64)</td>
<td>45.5% (10/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type II</td>
<td>65.8% (54/82)</td>
<td>26.7% (8/30)</td>
<td>62.5% (40/64)</td>
<td>45.5% (10/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type III</td>
<td>11% (9/82)</td>
<td>6.6% (2/30)</td>
<td>12.5% (8/64)</td>
<td>9% (2/22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significant proportion comparisons are indicated by asterisks, and are only present in the active movement condition.

#### Table 3. VIP/MIP vestibular response strengths between active and passive movement conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VIP</th>
<th>MIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active &gt; passive</td>
<td>13% (8/63)</td>
<td>9% (2/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active &lt; passive</td>
<td>74% (47/63)</td>
<td>91% (20/22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active ~ passive</td>
<td>13% (8/63)</td>
<td>0% (0/22)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note, that the proportion comparison in the third row (Active ~ passive) only appears significant (*) because of the absence of any such recorded neuron in MIP.
Cortical vestibular neurons and brainstem vestibular neurons

In this context, some important differences between brainstem vestibular and cortical vestibular units also have to be addressed. Brainstem vestibular units have been very well studied over the past decades with respect to their signal content for head and eye movements, and their involvement in oculomotor and spinal motor functions. In this context (McCrea & Gdowski (2003), and Roy & Cullen (2001a, 2002; for a review see Cullen & Roy, 2004) studied their units with particular focus on eye movements and ‘gaze saccades’. One problem arising with some of these experiments thus appears that they were done in a more or less illuminated environment. Gdowski & McCrea (1999) even indicated this fact in the methods of their publication, i.e. those experiments were done ‘in dim light’. Their subsequent publications (e.g. McCrea et al. 1999; Gdowski & McCrea, 2000; McCrea & Gdowski, 2003) only refer to the methods of Gdowski & McCrea (1999). Thus, we have to assume that in these experiments, no pure vestibular responses were studied, as with our neurons, but only combined visual-vestibular signals. Roy & Cullen (2002) specified which experiments were done in darkness, and when visual cues were present.

The question of visual input, even in ‘dim light’, during vestibular stimulation cannot be underestimated or neglected because of the well-known visual–vestibular interaction taking place in vestibular nucleus neurons (e.g. Dichgans et al. 1973; Allum et al. 1976; Henriksen et al. 1974; Waspe & Henriksen, 1977; Keller & Precht, 1979), where visual input plays a significant role in the production of optokinetic nystagmus. Since our parietal vestibular neurons could also be driven by optokinetic stimuli (Bremmer et al. 2002a), and because of the involvement of VIP in optokinetic nystagmus (Galati et al. 1999; Konen et al. 2005), we ensured elimination of any possible visual stimulus contamination during the experiments presented in this study. Cleary, as soon as vision is allowed, a whole new set of parameters has to be considered that removes any interpretation from a purely ‘vestibular’ quality.

Change in preferred direction

A potential reversal of preferred direction, similar to that observed in 40% of our neurons might be construed from a population of eight so-called ‘cancelled’ vestibulo-spinal units reported in McCrea et al. (1999) (their Fig. 5), but has to be accepted with caution in light of the above-mentioned methodological shortcomings of this study. In any case, these neurons would change from Type I to Type IV (inhibited in both directions) during a ‘gaze saccade’. Hence, such a change would not be equivalent, for instance, to a change from a Type I into a Type III neuron, where an activation of the discharge has to take place.

A true change of preferred direction comparing active and passive movement conditions, by contrast, has been reported in cortical motor neurons (Murphy et al. 1978; Fetz et al. 1980), as well as in spinal interneurons (Fetz et al. 2002) involving limb and wrist movements. Furthermore, during active movement, evoked cutaneous input to spinal interneurons controlling the movement area is suppressed (Fetz et al. 2002). This finding is analogous to suppression of vestibular information in the vestibular nuclei during active head movements, vestibulo-spinal circuits being one of the archaic motor control circuits.

Vestibulo-cortical projection

When vestibular nucleus neuron behaviour during active–passive movement was categorized by Gdowski & McCrea (1999) and McCrea et al. (1999), units were globally divided into eye-movement-related and non-eye-movement-related neurons. Non-eye-movement-related neurons were shown to project either to the upper cervical cord, and thus controlled head movements, or they did not, and were interpreted to play a role in perceptive mechanisms relaying information to the cortex. No details on a specific projection pattern were offered. While there is global information available as to the general pathways transmitting vestibular information to cortical areas (Deecke et al. 1974; Büttner & Lang, 1979; Lang et al. 1979), details about specific neuron categories are almost absent. Only a few studies have unequivocally identified the neurons projecting to the thalamus (Matsuo et al. 1994, 1995a, b). Contrary to the assumption presented above, i.e. that non-eye-movement-related neurons that do not project to the cervical chord participate in cortical functions, these neurons are vestibulo-oculomotor neurons producing the vestibulo-ocular reflex. Thus, the absence of eye-movement-related signals in the thalamic and cortical vestibular pathways remains unresolved and awaits further study. Vestibular input to VIP seems to arrive via the classical route involving the ventro-posterior inferior nucleus of the thalamus, and area 2v in the intra-parietal sulcus/parieto-insular vestibular cortex (PIVC) (Lewis & Van Essen, 2000). A second, more indirect route, may involve the fastigial and interpositus nuclei, the pulvinar and a direct projection from there to the VIP (Graf et al. 2005). In addition, neurons in area MST, a major input source to area VIP, are modulated by vestibular stimulation (Ilg et al. 2004; Gu et al. 2006). The role and weight of these various vestibular convergent and parallel inputs remains to be determined.

The possible role of change in preferred direction

While a small number of our posterior parietal vestibular neurons receive weak neck input (Fig. 6; see also...
In the illustrated examples, discrimination between an active (A) and a passive head rotation (P) to the left is elaborated. In the general scheme, a set of input neurons (IN1–IN4) is connected in a particular fashion to a set of output neurons (OUT1–OUT4). With regard to the preferred directions of vestibular responses, two types of input neuron populations are distinguished when comparing active and passive movement; i.e. neurons which change their preferred direction depending on active or passive mode (IN1, IN3), and those that do not (IN2, IN4). In case of discriminating an active head movement to the left (A), two neurons would be involved, the first (IN1) responding with activation during leftward active movement and rightward passive movement, and another (IN2) responding to both leftward active and passive movements. An output neuron (OUT1) receiving afferents (bold lines) from these two neurons, would signal only leftward active movement, and another (IN2) responding to both leftward active and passive movements. An output neuron (OUT2) receiving afferents from neurons activated during active and passive leftward movement (IN2), and from those responding to leftward passive and rightward active movements (IN3), would signal leftward passive movement. In this case, the two components signalling leftward and rightward active movement would oppose each other and cancel out, whereas the two leftward passive movements would reinforce each other (again, neurons not involved are shaded in grey). The two other distinct types for active and passive rightward movements (OUT3, OUT4) are constructed analogously.

The possible roles of parietal vestibular signals

On the other hand, these signals could be used in the representation of space, based on three lines of argument. First, vestibular stimulation leads to a remission of the parietal syndrome of visual spatial hemineglect (Karnath, 2001; Rorden et al. 2001; Swan, 2001; Karnath & Dieterich, 2006). Patients improve in visuo-spatial tasks (Rubens, 1985) as well as in mental spatial representations (Rode & Perenin, 1994), thus confirming a diverse and fundamental role of vestibular information in the representation of space. Second, Snyder et al. (1998) described effects of static head position after active or passive movements (gain fields) in parietal areas 7a and LIP, which could serve as a distributed coding of body-(egocentric) or space-based (allocentric) reference frames. Quite differently, the signals detailed here occur before and during head movements. We suggest that such neuronal responses could be a basis for active–passive movement distinction processing may be the surprising finding that a number of intraparietal neurons change their vestibular preferred direction, depending on whether the movement is active or passive. This phenomenon, found in 40% of the neurons (Fig. 3a and b and Ba and b), has not been observed in the vestibular nuclei (Khalsa et al. 1987; McCrea et al. 1999; Cullen & Roy, 2004). Based on these response properties, the nervous system may simultaneously have access via VIP and MIP to information about the direction of an ongoing movement (leftward or rightward) as well as to its nature (active or passive). A possible mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 7. Our interpretation is based on a population of neurons that change their vestibular on-direction, and others that do not. If the populations of output neurons in our scheme (OUT1–OUT4) that are selective to both movement direction (left or right) and type (active or passive) respond only when two input populations (IN1−IN2) are active simultaneously, then the proposed mechanism is sufficient to obtain specific responses with regard to discriminating between active and passive movements. Such cortical signals, in turn, could be used to suppress reflex movements during active movement, by providing the neural basis for the observed extinction of, for instance, vestibular signals during active head rotation in the vestibular nuclei (Gdowski & McCrea, 1999; McCrea et al. 1999; Roy & Cullen, 2001a; Cullen & Roy, 2004), at least for the subpopulation of cells whose activity starts before the active head movement.
for an immediate, i.e. online change of reference frame from egocentric (during passive movement) to allocentric (during active movement), representation described in psychophysical experiments. Wexler (2003), using an ambiguous three-dimensional virtual visual object whose motion could appear to be minimal either in an egocentric or an allocentric reference frame, has shown that subjects tend to assume that the object is stable in space (allocentric judgement) when they move themselves, and that it is stable relative to their head when there are being moved (egocentric judgement). Such a change of reference frame requires no learning, and is immediate, occurring on a trial-by-trial basis. Likewise, in the neuron population of the present study, the active–passive switch is dependent on the presence of specific motor activities involved in moving the head in space. Third, the hippocampal formation is known to be involved in spatial navigation, and hippocampo-parietal interactions seem to be necessary for the build-up of allocentric space representations found in the hippocampus in rats (Save & Poucet, 2000) and humans (Maguire et al. 1998). In particular, in rats, the associative parietal cortex may perform the first step of the series of transformations towards allocentric coordinates, by combining visuo-spatial and self-motion information (Save & Poucet, 2000). Active action in space seems to be necessary for the build-up of an allocentric representation in monkeys: place cells have reliable responses only when the animal does active steering in a virtual environment (Nishijo et al. 1997). Furthermore, head direction cell responses in the rat’s antero-dorsal nucleus of the thalamus seem to be influenced by the nature of the head movement (Basset et al. 2005). Given that the parietal and para-hippocampal regions are reciprocally connected in the monkey (Cavada & Goldman-Rakic, 1989), we suggest that the signals described in the present study could serve as a basis for those active–passive effects on spatial perception.

Alternatively, parietal vestibular responses could also participate in the preparation of movements of the whole or parts of the body in space, acting as an interface between sensory and motor cortices as proposed by Mountcastle et al. (1975), through its projections to the premotor cortex. Schaefer et al. (1975) have described active–passive direction changes in neurons in the reticular formation of rabbits similar to those we have observed. These authors proposed that such neurons have a motor role: during passive movement, they are activated because of compensatory muscle activation in the direction opposite to a given movement. During active movement, they would elicit a head rotation opposite to that of the passive movement. Similarly behaving parietal neurons of our study could therefore also have a motor role. Incidentally, Graziano et al. (1997) reported active–passive differences in ventral premotor cortex neurons in response to head movements. The ventral premotor cortex is reciprocally connected to VIP (Matelli & Luppino, 2001). In such cases, the parietal neurons signalling active movement and whose response begins before movement onset could participate in elaborating motor plans in space, whereas those that are insensitive to the nature of the movement could have a purely sensory role.

Conclusion and summary

All in all, here we demonstrate for the first time in the cortex of non-human primates a direct neural correlate to the nature – active or passive – of an ongoing head movement. These parietal responses differ from the ones described in the brainstem vestibular nuclei in three main respects. First, unlike the recent results on second-order vestibular neurons, some cortical cells respond to active movement with equal or increased strength. Second, a fair proportion of neurons respond before the beginning of active movements, and third, more than one-third of neurons change their preferred direction depending on whether the head movement is active or passive. We suggest that posterior parietal cortex neurons play an important role in discriminating between active and passive movements, at least for head movements. In addition, they may not have just one function, but may play manifold roles such as in self-motion perception, space–time-coordinated movements, attention, and spatial orientation.
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